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THEOREM. -The Berg-man kernel ofB^c is given by the formula KB, (^ w) i E% (2^i) In particular, when n = 2, the Bergman kernel of B^ is K^ (^ w) 2 3(1-< z, w ^(l^-< z, w >) + (z • z)ww(5 -3 < z, w >)
It should be noted that for n == 2 this formula can be obtained from the Bergman kernel of the above mentioned Reinhardt triangle whose Bergman kernel can be found in ( [JP] , p. 176).
Remark. -To the best of our knowledge, the domain B+ is the first bounded domain in C 71 which is neither Reinhardt nor homogeneous, and for which we have an explicit formula for its Bergman kernel.
Preparatory results.
Let G be a semi-simple complex Lie group and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. Suppose that G acts irreducibly on a finite dimensional complex vector space E\ via a representation (IIA,£'A) with dominant weight A and dominant vector v\. Assume further that EA is furnished with a .?f-invariant hermitian scalar product [•,'] . If G = KAN is the Iwasawa decomposition of G, let Q denote the sum of the roots associated with the complex decomposition in the Lie algebra Q of G. If a is the Lie algebra of A, then we have the following orthogonal decomposition with respect to the Cartan-Killing form where T^(j) is the dimension of the representation with dominant weight J'A.
Here we consider the special case G = S0(n + 1,C) with its natural linear representation on the complex hermitian space (C 7^1^ •,• >), where A is the dominant weight associated to this representation and 
for ^rj CM*.
Proof. -Using the notations above, a calculation involving the Weyl character formula implies that -r r\ ri+2j_l/n-2+j\ . . . , . . ,
Ior an positive integers ^. 
induces by restriction an SO (n + 1,C)-invariant and holomorphic n-form a on M*.
Proof. -Let A e S0(n + 1, C), z C M* and set w = A/z. Denote by Ajk the n x n matrix obtained from A by deleting the jth row and the A;th column. Since A C S0(n + 1,C), Cramer's rule gives that
Note also that for z € M* and Zj 7^ 0, then
here T^M* denotes the tangent space of M* at the point z. Denote by A* a the pull-back of a. Then
hat the restriction of a to M* is holomorphic can be seen by evaluating the form a on the n-fold exterior power of the tangent space. D
Proper holomorphic mappings from M into C 71 .
Consider the projection pr :
The restriction F := pr\M ofpr to M gives a proper holomorphic mapping of degree 2 from M onto B^. Let W be the branching locus of F and V the image of W under F. Denote by y? and '0 the two local inverses of
LEMMA 3.1. -Ify? := (^i,.-.,^+i) and^ := (^i,---,^+i) are the local inverses ofF defined on B^ \ V, then Proof. -First observe that the lemma holds for all holomorphic functions h G L 2^) . Indeed, by virtue of Lemma 3.1 we have that Proof. -Let w C B^ \ V and let r > 0 be chosen so small that w + rA" C B^ \ V, where A is the unit disc in C. By Remark 6.1.4 in [JP] , there is a C°°-function u : C 7 ' 1 -^ [0, +00) with compact support in w+rA 1 '
such that P^u = K^(',w).
By virtue of Lemma 3.2 we see that for z € M*,
_ . Then using the notations in the main theorem we have X == s and Y = t 2 . By Lemma 2.1 we see that for some positive constant C we have
2/^M*(^^(W)) KM^(Z^(W))\ -{Tl-
so that by Lemma 3.3 we obtain that
On the other hand,
Similarily we have that
Therefore,
where X and Y are as in the statement of the theorem. To compute the constant we use the formula
1= / K^(0,w)dV(w).
JB. We choose a ball B{z°,s) , 0 < rj < 1 so that r](n + 2) > n + 1, and a defining function r of D D B{z°,s) such that F :== -(-r) 77 is plurisubharmonic on D H 5 (2:°, 5); this can be achieved using a result of Diederich-Fornaess [DF] . Moreover, we may assume that /(^) -^ w° e E n 9B^, where B := {<• e C" : C • C = 0}.
Assuming that / is a mapping with multiplicity m, we know by Pinchuk [Pi2] that
It is well known that
Now we apply the theorem to obtain that
Fix s' < s and define on D the following function:
It is clear that v is plurisubharmonic on D and that i?(^) = ?(z) for 2; G £) H B(^°, 5"), 0 < s" < s' sufficiently small.
For w € B* we put p(w) :== max{z»(^) : ^ € D^f(z) = w}. Obviously, p is plurisubharmonic on B*. In particular, for v » 1 we have
Exploiting that ®* is balanced and the Hopf-Lemma on H D B^ leads to the following estimate: p{f{z^) < C^f^z^2 -1), v » 1; C^ > 0 independent of z^. Therefore Proof. -Assume the inclusion V(f) C A is not correct. Then, by the maximum principle, there is a sequence z^ € V(/), z^ -^ z° e QD such that \f(z^) • /(z^)} > C > 0. Without loss of generality we assume that f{z^) -> w°. Since |w° • w°| > 0 we conclude that w° is a strongly pseudoconvex boundary point of B*. By Theorem 3 of [Ber] there is a neighborhood U = U(z°) such that / extends to a continuous mapping on U H D. Then using Theorem 3' of [Pil] we obtain that / € ^{D H U). Finally using Theorem 1 of [Pi2] we finally get the contradiction to the fact that z° C 7(7) • Q We recall that a bounded domain ^ is said to satisfy condition (Q) if the Bergman projection of Q maps C §°(fl.) into the space 0(H) of all holomorphic functions on a neighborhood of F2. It was proved recently in [Th] Proof. -Since, by Lemma 5.4, B^ satisfies condition Q, part (1) of the theorem becomes a consequence of Theorem 2 of [Bel] . To see that part (2) of theorem holds, it is enough to notice that if there is proper holomorphic mapping / : B^ -^ D, and if Q is a defining function of D, then Q o f is a defining function for B^, which will imply that B^ is smooth and thus leads to a contradiction. D THEOREM 5.6. -Let L be a compact subset of B^ and let C be a boundary point of B,,. Then every holomorphic function f in a
